RJAGS Model
model[i,p])==TRUE){ Xdsamp=Xd[i,-(p+1)] Xnsample=rtruncnorm(1,t(Xdsamp)%*%betamatrix[p,],sd=sqrt(tau[p]),a=-Inf,b=dataset[i,(p*2)]) } #if Xs not censored,fill in datapoint if(is.na(dataset[i,p])==FALSE){ Xnsample=dataset[i,p] } return(Xnsample) } Xd[,(p+1)]=sapply(1:n,Xnsamples) allx=function(d){ allx=Xd[,
Convergence Assessment
In all cases below, we show that convergence was adequately met within 5001 iterations.
This convergence analysis was assessed using our RJAGS model.
In RJAGS, the program automatically adds a 1000 iteration adaptation period. This adaptation period is automatically discarded as part of the RJAGS sampling algorithm. In all analyses in this paper, we chose to use 25,000 iterations after 5000 iterations of burn.in.
As previously noted 1,000 of these burn.in iterations are the adaptation period.
We define a model as satisfying convergence if Gelman Rubin diagnostics were low (below 1.1) and trace plots show strong mixing. We also observed the Monte Carlo Standard Error (MCSE) estimates, and confirmed they were reasonably low. We also provide assessments of autocorrelation below, including methods for avoiding autocorrelation for this type of model.
In the analysis of convergence below, please use the following key to identify parameters: 
Simulation Data
We tested convergence on our simulated dataset with 25 percent censoring in X (1) , X (2) , and Y . We used 5001 iterations after the 1000 adaptation period to assess convergence.
Thinning was not performed in this convergence check or in modeling of our data. We used three chains to assess convergence.
Gelman Rubin Diagnostics
Gelman Rubin statistics clearly indicated convergence with values well below 1.1.
Parameter Gelman Rubin Statistic Upper CI β 0, (1) 1.00 1.00 β 0, (2) 1.00 1.01 β 1, (2) 1.00 1.01
1.00 1.00
1.00
1.00 Table 2 : Gelman Rubin statistics by parameter in the simulation study analysis. Statistics should be below 1.1 to indicate convergence.
MCSE:
All MCSE estimates were well below 0.01 (not shown). We consider the MCSE estimates to be appropriate if below 0.02. These plots suggested some evidence of autocorrelation. Some autocorrelation may be present in these datasets because of the assumed linear relationships. When linear relationships are present and correlation is high, one may center the covariates to reduce autocorrelation.
To prove that centering will fix any autocorrelation detected or suspected here, we reran the model using centered covariates in the mean expressions. Centering was performed using the estimated mean at each iteration. The following figure of autocorrelation plots was obtained after centering the covariates. Figure 3: Autocorrelation plots by parameter for the simulation study using centered covariates.
From the above figure, it was clear that autocorrelation reduced when one centered the covariates in each conditional mean expression. If autocorrelation is extreme, we recommend centering the chemical covariates in each conditional mean expression.
In our simulation studies, we felt that centering was not necessary because strong autocorrelation was not present. In addition, since centering is a mathematical transformation, we expect all results to be similar if one uses a model with centered covariates in the mean expressions.
Real Data
We tested convergence on our real data set using 5001 iterations after 1000 iterations of adaptation. Thinning was not performed in this convergence check or in modeling of our data. We used three chains to assess convergence.
Gelman Rubin Diagnostics
Gelman Rubin statistics clearly indicated convergence.
Parameter Gelman Rubin Statistic Upper CI β 0,(1) 1.00 1.00 β 0, (2) 1.00 1.00 β 1, (2) 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.01
1.00 Table 3 : Gelman Rubin statistics by parameter in the real data analysis. Statistics should be below 1.1 to indicate convergence.
MCSE:
All MCSE estimates were well below 0.02 (not shown). Most were below 0.01. We consider the MCSE estimates to be appropriate if below 0.02. 
Autocorrelation:
Autocorrelation was assessed through autocorrelation plots. Autocorrelation appeared to be minor in the real data. As described in the simulation, centering the chemical covariates would eliminate any autocorrelation concerns. Thinning was not applied to the real data. where the response Y depended on both X (1) and X (2) . The second model was a bivariate model that assumes that our response Y was dependent on only X (1) . Our third model was a bivariate model where we assumed our response Y was dependent on only X (2) . Then, finally, our last model used an ANOVA framework (intercept only regression model) and did not assume any dependence on X (1) or X (2) .
To compare models, we calculated WAIC Y for each model in each modeling scenario. In order to assess variability in WAIC Y , we also calculated WAIC Y for 100 runs under each model with different model seeds (but no change to the raw dataset). We also calculated P 1 to identify if trends differed with the penalty term used. Table 4 shows the results of the WAIC Y model comparison.
In the non-censored scenario (percent censoring of 0), the 3-variable model had the lowest WAIC Y , indicating this model would be preferred over simpler models. This result confirms that our dataset was generated appropriately and under normal regression scenarios. This result was expected because the 3-variable model is the true model, i.e. the model under which the data were generated. was minimal, and trends were similar for WAIC Y calculated with penalty P 1 .
WAIC Y Variability Results
Results assessing the variability in WAIC Y are included in tables 5-8. 
Multicollinearity Simulation
In Tables 9-12 , we report the coverage probabilities for the regression parameters (note β 1, (2) will be defined differently based on the correlation level) and the conditional variances. We also report median posterior 95% credible interval (CI) width of the regression parameters.
Results of this simulation suggest that multicollinearity will be present in our models. We see an inflation in the CI width for the regression parameters β 1,(Y | X) and β 2,(Y | X) which are the coefficients that correspond to the slopes of X (1) and X (2) for Y . When the correlation is set to 0.75, the CI widths are double or triple what they were under a correlation of 0.
However, this result does not seem dependent on censoring, as similar increases in CI width were seen for the non-censored sets.
Limited differences in coverage were identified between different correlation levels. The inflation of the CI width estimates did not appear to influence the patterns in the coverage probabilities that occur with increased censoring.
95% Coverage Probabilities
Median Posterior 95% CI Width Percent Censoring Regression Coefficients Variances Regression Coefficients In our second modeling comparison, we were interested in how well each model would fit the hexane data (accounting for complexity). Our first model was the multivariate framework where we allowed hexane to be dependent on both xylene and toluene exposures (called 3-variable model). We considered these two covariates because the non-censored measurements of toluene and xylene were not correlated significantly (Table 13 ). This allowed us to avoid multicollinearity concerns. Second, we consider two bivariate models for hexane with only xylene as a predictor and only toluene as a predictor. Finally, our last model considered modeling hexane alone (not dependent on THC, xylene, or toluene) using an ANOVA model. We assessed this model comparison using WAIC Y . Variability in WAIC Y was also assessed by changing model seeds and doing 100 runs for each model type.
Results of our second model comparison are shown in Table 14 . In this model comparison, WAIC Y was lowest for the 3-variable model like in comparison 1; therefore, this model was preferred. Again, the magnitude of the difference in WAIC Y values was small, but a test of variability indicated that this difference was significant at the alpha level of 0.10. The ANOVA model of hexane had the highest WAIC Y indicating that modeling hexane dependent on xylene or toluene was useful. LP P D and P 2 estimates followed similar patterns to model comparison 1. 
